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Flora's Fury
In Mark Twain's classic tale of friendship and adventure, Huckleberry Finn escapes
his evil, drunken father, befriends a runaway slave named Jim, and sails the
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Mississippi River! As Huck and Jim sail to freedom, they encounter con men and
thieves and get in plenty of trouble along the way. Follow Huck's coming-of-age
journey in the Calico Illustrated Classics adaptation of Twain's The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO Group. Grades 3-8.

Philip Hall Likes Me, I Reckon Maybe
While caring for his new pet, a cat, third grader Chris learns a lot about friendship,
understanding, and caring. Reissue.

Heap House
The Halloween plans of monster enthusiasts Nick, Carter and Angelo are thrown
into turmoil when a magical amulet acquired from Nick's voodoo queen aunt turns
Nick into a zombie and prompts an uproarious effort to break the curse. By the
author of the Far World series. 35,000 first printing.

The Dad Dilemma
"Stroud is a genius' Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series. Ghosts and
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ghouls beware! London's smallest, shabbiest and most talented psychic detection
agency is back. Life is never exactly peaceful for Lockwood & Co. Lucy and George
are trying to solve the mystery of the talking skull trapped in their ghost jar, while
Lockwood is desperate for an exciting new case. Things seem to be looking up
when the team is called to Kensal Green Cemetery to investigate the grave of a
sinister Victorian doctor. Strange apparitions have been seen there, and the site
must be made safe. As usual, Lockwood is confident; as usual, everything goes
wrong a terrible phantom is unleashed, and a dangerous object is stolen from the
coffin. Lockwood & Co must recover the relic before its power is unleashed, but it's
a race against time. Their obnoxious rivals from the Fittes agency are also on the
hunt. And if that's not bad enough, the skull in the ghost-jar is stirring again The
author of the blockbuster BARTIMAEUS sequence delivers another humorous and
chilling instalment in the critically acclaimed LOCKWOOD & CO. series."

The Hot & Cold Summer
Tom has has freed the six magical Beasts of Avantia. But now the Dark Wizard,
Malvern has stolen a magical suit of golden armour and scattered the pieces
throughout the land - and they are guarded by six more terrifying Beasts! Will Tom
win an underwater battle against Zepha the Monster Squid.
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Diary of a 6th Grade Ninja
Emily and Pegasus face their greatest challenge yet when they venture back to
Earth to save a friend in this sixth and final book of an exciting series that puts a
modern thrill into ancient mythology. After the events in Hawaii, Emily is
contending with diminished powers, a new body, and the fact that she has to teach
the Titan Lorin how to use her own powers. To make matters worse, Joel has been
acting strangely towards her ever since she changed, and it’s all become too
much. However, Emily has one last promise to fulfill, one she made a long time
ago: to save Agent B from the secret government agency called the CRU. But when
Emily, Pegasus, Joel, and Paelen arrive in London, they discover that Agent B has
been captured by the CRU and the only way to free him is for Emily and Lorin to
surrender. As Emily and her friends delve deeper into the CRU’s history, horrible
discoveries are made. Not only about the victims the powerful agency has been
trapping and abusing for centuries, but about the very origins of the secret agency
itself. Origins that lead directly back toEmily.

Wereling
"Magnus and friends help the god of thunder find his missing weapon before all
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Tangerine
This new mystery from bestselling author Blue Balliett is now available in After
Words paperback! When Calder Pillay travels with his father to a remote village in
England, he finds a mix of mazes and mystery . . . including an unexpected
Alexander Calder sculpture in the town square. Calder is strangely drawn to the
sculpture, while other people have less-than-friendly feelings towards it. Both the
boy and the sculpture seem to be out of place . . . and then, on the same night,
they disappear! Calder's friends Petra and Tommy must fly out to help his father
find him. But this mystery has more twists and turns than a Calder mobile . . . with
more at stake than first meets the eye.

The Whispering Skull
Paul Fisher sees the world from behind glasses so thick he looks like a bug-eyed
alien. But he’s not so blind that he can’t see there are some very unusual things
about his family’s new home in Tangerine County, Florida. Where else does a
sinkhole swallow the local school, fire burn underground for years, and lightning
strike at the same time every day? The chaos is compounded by constant
harassment from his football–star brother, and adjusting to life in Tangerine isn’t
easy for Paul—until he joins the soccer team at his middle school. With the help of
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his new teammates, Paul begins to discover what lies beneath the surface of his
strange new hometown. And he also gains the courage to face up to some secrets
his family has been keeping from him for far too long. In Tangerine, it seems,
anything is possible.

The Gum Thief
Rory and Derek were best friends but with Bolivia visiting next door would their
friendship last?.

Storm Runner
Who hasn't dreamed of going to the moon? That dream for eleven-year-old Leo
Gray is about to come true—but he’s in for the surprise of his life! In the year 2113,
most people live in robotically maintained homes, ride around in self-flying cars,
and wear ozone-resistant clothes. Most people that is; just not Leo Gray’s parents.
They’re stuck in the past, and science know-it-all Leo is completely fed up with his
beyond-embarrassing living arrangement with them. But when he enters a rocketbuilding competition for a chance to attend the Lunar Academy, Leo’s luck finally
seems to turn in his favor! However, it's not long after stepping foot into his dorm
room that Leo discovers the moon’s celebrated city is harboring a world of dark
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secrets. It's soon a race against the clock for Leo and his friends Andromeda
Groves (a code-hacking whiz from Canada), Pavo Digbi (a history buff from Brazil),
and Grus Pinwheel (a musically gifted and comically endearing Aussie) to intercept
and foil plans to destroy the city—leaving the group’s leader faced with a decision
that no eleven-year-old should ever have to make: save Earth or save himself and
the city he fought so hard to reach. Leo Gray and the Lunar Eclipse is an epic
adventure set in a wonderfully imaginative, futuristic world overflowing with
robots, anti-gravity sports, superhero-esque suspense, and page after page of
laughter and heart that will leave boys and girls equally gripped under its spell!

Drama
Best-selling author Rick Riordan presents best-selling author Roshani Chokshi and
her sequel to Aru Shah and the End of Time. Aru is only just getting the hang of
this whole Pandava thing when the Otherworld goes into full panic mode. The god
of love's bow and arrow have gone missing, and the thief isn't playing Cupid.
Instead, they're turning people into heartless fighting-machine zombies. If that
weren't bad enough, somehow Aru gets framed as the thief. If she doesn't find the
arrow by the next full moon, she'll be kicked out of the Otherworld. For good. But,
for better or worse, she won't be going it alone. Along with her soul-sister, Mini, Aru
will team up with Brynne, an ultra-strong girl who knows more than she lets on,
and Aiden, the boy who lives across the street and is also hiding plenty of secrets.
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Together they'll battle demons, travel through a glittering and dangerous serpent
realm, and discover that their enemy isn't at all who they expected.

The End of Olympus
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Heat, Travel Team and MillionDollar Throw. Playing shortstop is a way of life for Hutch—not only is his hero,
Derek Jeter, a shortstop, but so was his father, a former local legend turned pro.
Which is why having to play second base feels like demotion to second team. Yet
that's where Hutch ends up after Darryl "D-Will" Williams, the best shortstop
prospect since A-Rod, joins the team. But Hutch is nothing if not a team player, and
he's cool with playing in D-Will's shadow—until, that is, the two shortstops in
Hutch's life betray him in a way he never could have imagined. With the league
championship on the line, just how far is Hutch willing to bend to be a good
teammate?

Nat Enough (Nat Enough #1)
After learning that the father he never knew is Poseidon, God of the Sea, Percy
Jackson is sent to Camp Half-Blood, a summer camp for demigods, and becomes
involved in a quest to prevent a catastrophic war between the gods.
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Aru Shah and the Song of Death
In a bunker hidden deep beneath London live five extraordinary kids- meet worldfamous hacker Jack, gadget geek Charlie, free runner Slink, comms chief Obi and
decoy diva Wren. They're not just friends; they're URBAN OUTLAWS. They outsmart
London's crime gangs and hand out their dirty money through Random Acts of
Kindness (R.A.K.s). Their latest mission - hacking the bank account of criminal
mastermind Del Sarto - nets them serious bling, but also invites serious trouble.
Del Sarto is going head-to-head with MI5 for control of Proteus, an advanced
quantum computer able to crack any code and steal all society's secrets in
nanoseconds. It's down to the URBAN OUTLAWS to use their guile, guts and skill to
destroy Proteus, avert world domination . . . and stay alive. Full of twists, turns and
surprises, think modern-day Robin Hood meets Robert Muchamore - with gadgets
galore!

I Pledge Allegiance
The first volume of Susan Cooper's brilliant and absorbing fantasy series, The Dark
Is Rising. On holiday in Cornwall, the three Drew children discover an ancient map
in the attic of the house that they are staying in. They know immediately that it is
special. It is even more than that -- the key to finding a grail, a source of power to
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fight the forces of evil known as the Dark. And in searching for it themselves, the
Drews put their very lives in peril.

Confessions of an Imaginary Friend
When American soldiers entered World War I, Moina Belle Michael, a schoolteacher
from Georgia, knew she had to act. Some of the soldiers were her students and
friends. Almost single-handedly, Moina worked to establish the red poppy as the
symbol to honor and remember soldiers. And she devoted the rest of her life to
making sure the symbol would last forever. Thanks to her hard work, that symbol
remains strong today. Author Barbara Elizabeth Walsh and artist Layne Johnson
worked with experts, primary documents, and Moina's great-nieces to better
understand Moina's determination to honor the war veterans. A portion of the
book's proceeds will support the National Military Family Association's Operation
Purple®, which benefits children of the U.S. military.

Case File 13: Zombie Kid
The Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard trilogy may have concluded, but we
haven't heard the last of our favorite einherji and his friends. The nine Norse
worlds are rich with lore, as this collection of nine original stories, each told from a
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different character's point of view, will prove.

The Throne of Fire
A contemporary adventure based on Maya mythology from Rick Riordan Presents!
Zane has always enjoyed exploring the dormant volcano near his home in New
Mexico, even though hiking it is challenging. He'd much rather hang out there with
his dog, Rosie, than go to middle school, where kids call him Sir Limps a Lot,
McGimpster, or Uno--for his one good leg. What Zane doesn't know is that the
volcano is a gateway to another world and he is at the center of a powerful
prophecy. A new girl at school, Brooks, informs him that he's destined to release
an evil god from the ancient Maya relic he is imprisoned in--unless she can find and
remove it first. Together they return to the volcano, where all kinds of crazy
happens. Brooks turns into a hawk, a demon attacks them in a cave, and Rosie
gives her all while trying to protect Zane. When Zane decides to save his dog no
matter the cost, he is thrust into an adventure full of surprising discoveries,
dangerous secrets, and an all-out war between the gods, one of whom happens to
be his father. To survive, Zane will have to become the Storm Runner. But how can
he run when he can't even walk well without a cane?

Percy Jackson and the Olympians: The Lightning Thief: The
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Graphic Novel
The first book in the Wereling series! A teenage boy's ordinary life and wrenched
apart when he discovers that he is the last hereditary werewolf and that the most
evil bloodthirsty vampire known to the netherworld wants him dead. Fourteen-yearold Trey Laporte is not a kid anymore. Not after the day he wakes up in agony -retina-splitting, vomit-inducing agony. His clothes are torn. His room is trashed.
Enter Lucien Charron, the mysterious, long-lost "uncle" with freakish fire-flecked
eyes and skin that blisters in the sun. Suddenly, Trey finds himself living in a luxury
penthouse at the heart of a strange and sinister empire built on the powers of the
Netherworld -- vampires, demons, sorcerers, and djinn. And there is a girl -- Alexa
Charron -- who is half vampire, half human, and insanely pretty, with powers all of
her own. Trey is falling for her. Trey is training night and day to control the newly
discovered power lurking inside him. Now, demons are closing in on every side,
and the most psychopathic bloodsucker to rock the Netherworld wants to destroy
him. Above all, he must face one terrifying question: Is he a boy . . . or is he a
beast?

Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard, Book 2 The Hammer of
Thor (The Special Limited Edition)
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Told in a voice that’s honest, urgent, and hilarious, Struts & Frets will resonate not
only with teenage musicians but with anyone who ever sat up all night listening to
a favorite album, wondering if they’d ever find their place in the world. Music is in
Sammy’s blood. His grandfather was a jazz musician, and Sammy’s indie rock band
could be huge one day—if they don’t self-destruct first. Winning the upcoming
Battle of the Bands would justify all the band’s compromises and reassure Sammy
that his life’s dream could become a reality. But practices are hard to schedule
when Sammy’s grandfather is sick and getting worse, his mother is too busy to
help either of them, and his best friend may want to be his girlfriend. When
everything in Sammy’s life seems to be headed for major catastrophe, will his
music be enough to keep him together?

The Poppy Lady
Douglas Coupland's inventive novel-think Clerks meets Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?-is the story of an extraordinary epistolary relationship between Roger and
Bethany, two very different, but strangely connected, "aisles associates" at
Staples. Watch as their lives unfold alongside Roger's work-in-progress, the oddly
titled Glove Pond. A raucous tale of four academics, two malfunctioning marriages,
and one rotten dinner party, Roger's opus is a Cheever-style novella gone horribly
wrong. But as key characters migrate into and out of its pages, Glove Pond
becomes an anchor of Roger's unsettled-and unsettling-life.Coupland electrifies us
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on every page of this witty, wise, and unforgettable novel. Love, death, and eternal
friendship can all transpire where we least expect themand even after tragedy
seems to have wiped your human slate clean, stories can slowly rebuild you.

The Big Field
A stunning adventure involving Nazis, nukes, fighting, failure, and everyday
heroes, from the author of the award-winning The Nazi Hunters. Neal Bascomb
delivers another nail-biting work of nonfiction for young adults in this incredible
true story of spies and survival. The invasion begins at night, with German cruisers
slipping into harbor, and soon the Nazis occupy all of Norway. They station soldiers
throughout the country. They institute martial rule. And at Vemork, an industrial
fortress high above a dizzying gorge, they gain access to an essential ingredient
for the weapon that could end World War II: Hitler’s very own nuclear bomb. When
the Allies discover the plans for the bomb, they agree Vemork must be destroyed.
But after a British operation fails to stop the Nazis’ deadly designs, the task falls to
a band of young Norwegian commandos. Armed with little more than skis,
explosives, and great courage, they will survive months in the snowy wilderness,
elude a huge manhunt, and execute two dangerous missions. The result? The
greatest act of sabotage in all of World War II.
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Percy Jackson and the Olympians, Book One: Lightning Thief,
The (Movie Tie-In Edition)
Percy is confused. When he awoke after his long sleep, he didn't know much more
than his name. His brain-fuzz is lingering, even after the wolf Lupa told him he is a
demigod and trained him to fight. Somehow Percy managed to make it to the
camp for half-bloods, despite the fact that he had to continually kill monsters that,
annoyingly, would not stay dead. But the camp doesn't ring any bells with him.
Hazel is supposed to be dead. When she lived before, she didn't do a very good job
of it. When the Voice took over her mother and commanded Hazel to use her "gift"
for an evil purpose, Hazel couldn't say no. Now, because of her mistake, the future
of the world is at risk.

Heroes of Olympus: The Son of Neptune
Trey Laporte had been told he was the only one. It was a lie. But some secrets he
would have been better off not knowing. Trey, the last hereditary werewolf, has
found his pack – and they're vicious, bloodthirsty, and truly wild. All Trey wants is
to go home, but having learned more about his Wolfen nature, he has decided, for
the safety of his friends, to never return. Back in London, Alexis uses her magic to
track down the Necrotroph that is intent on infiltrating her father, Lucien's,
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organization. But while Alexis is focused on the outside threat, Lucien is battling
with his own darkness. His evil brother Caliban's savage bite and the poison left
behind have reawakened Lucien's vampire instincts – turning every night into a
battle.

Struts & Frets
From Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Times bestselling, multiple Eisner Awardwinning author of Smile and Sisters! Callie loves theater. And while she would
totally try out for her middle school's production of Moon over Mississippi, she can't
really sing. Instead she's the set designer for the drama department's stage crew,
and this year she's determined to create a set worthy of Broadway on a middleschool budget. But how can she, when she doesn't know much about carpentry,
ticket sales are down, and the crew members are having trouble working together?
Not to mention the onstage AND offstage drama that occurs once the actors are
chosen. And when two cute brothers enter the picture, things get even crazier!

Into the Woods
The Calder Game
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Storm, Aurora, and Anything Eden live in a decaying mansion on the edge of the
wilds with their erstwhile father and indolent mother. When an accident leaves
them orphaned and at the mercy of the sinister Dr. DeWilde, these three
courageous and eccentric sisters are forced to flee into the woods, where they
encounter kidnappers, sweet-filled orphanages, mountains of ice, diamond mines,
and some ravenously hungry wolves.Taking inspiration from numerous fairytales
and weaving them into a wholly original story, Into the Woods is a whirlwind of a
novel, full of imaginative happenings and dastardly deeds.

Urban Outlaws
A TIME magazine Top 10 Children's Book of 2015 The whimsical "autobiography" of
an imaginary friend who doesn't know he's imaginary--perfect for fans of The
Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane and Toy Story Jaques Papier has the sneaking
suspicion that everyone except his sister Fleur hates him. Teachers ignore him
when his hand is raised in class, he is never chosen for sports teams, and his
parents often need to be reminded to set a place for him at the dinner table. But
he is shocked when he finally learns the truth: He is Fleur's imaginary friend! When
he convinces Fleur to set him free, he begins a surprising and touching, and always
funny quest to find himself--to figure out who Jacques Papier truly is, and where he
belongs. Readers will fall in love with Jacque's sweet, quirky voice as he gives them
a look at life from an incredible new perspective From the Hardcover edition.
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Sabotage: The Mission to Destroy Hitler's Atomic Bomb
Camilla's life is as normal as your average thirteen-year-old's - until she is
introduced to her dad's new girlfriend, Abby. Camilla's friend Kaori is also having
dad troubles of her own. Determined to get rid of Abby, Camilla hatches a number
of highly organised plots Meanwhile, Camilla is disturbed by her developing
feelings for her best mate - the boy next door, Patrick, but how will the girls react
to the news? And will Camilla succeed in breaking up her dad's relationship?

Books for the Teen Age 1979
Enlisting as a group when one of them is drafted into the Vietnam War, best friends
Morris, Rudi, Ivan and Beck pledge their loyalty to one another before reporting to
different branches of service, where they are watched over by Morris, who has
been experiencing haunting dreams.

Blood Wolf
You've read the book. You've seen the movie. Now submerge yourself in the
thrilling, stunning, and action-packed graphic novel. Mythological monsters and the
gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking out of the pages of twelve-year-old
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Percy Jackson's textbooks and into his life. And worse, he's angered a few of them.
Zeus's master lightning bolt has been stolen, and Percy is the prime suspect. Now,
he and his friends have just ten days to find and return Zeus's stolen property and
bring peace to a warring Mount Olympus. Series creator Rick Riordan joins forces
with some of the biggest names in the comic book industry to tell the story of a
boy who must unravel a treachery more powerful than the gods themselves.

9 from the Nine Worlds
Sophie Quire and the Last Storyguard
Determined to find her true mother, Flora Fyrdraaca, accompanied by her red dog,
embarks on a journey filled with magical encounters, pirate battles and
unexpected romance. 15,000 first printing.

Beware! Killer Tomatoes
Young Clod Iremonger and his eccentric family, the “kings of mildew, moguls of
mold,†? made their fortune from this collected detritus. The Iremongers are an odd
old family, each the owner of the birth object they must keep with them at all
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times. Clod is perhaps the oddest of all—his gift and his curse is that he can hear
all of the objects of Heap House whispering. Yes, a storm is brewing over Heap
House and the house’s many objects are showing strange signs of life. Clod is on
the cusp of being “trousered†? and married off (unhappily) to his cousin Pinalippy
when he meets the plucky orphan servant Lucy Pennant, with whose help he
begins to uncover the dark secrets of his family’s empire. The first installment of
the Iremonger Trilogy, Heap House introduces readers to a gloriously imagined
dark world whose inhabitants come alive on the page—and in Edward Carey’s
fantastical illustrations. Heap House is a book that will appeal to fans of Neil
Gaiman, Roald Dahl and Mervyn Peake, young and old alike. Mystery, romance,
and the perils of the Heaps await!

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
It’s been two years since Peter Nimble and Sir Tode rescued the kingdom of
HazelPort. In that time, they have traveled far and wide in search of adventure.
Now they have been summoned by Professor Cake for a new mission: To find a
twelve-year-old bookmender named Sophie Quire. Sophie knows little beyond the
four walls of her father’s bookshop, where she repairs old books and dreams of
escaping the confines of her dull life. But when a strange boy and his talking
cat/horse companion show up with a rare and mysterious book, she finds herself
pulled into an adventure beyond anything she has ever read.
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Over Sea, Under Stone
This title has been removed from sale by Penguin Group, USA.

Zepha the Monster Squid
Making friends isn't easy, but losing them is even harder!

Leo Gray and the Lunar Eclipse
Jack's in trouble. Big trouble. Not only is he in hospital with a leg in traction
(boring) but he knows the police are coming for him. Because of an accident – a
tomato-related accident – involving a supermarket pyramid and an old-age
pensioner. Whoops! Jeremy Strong knows exactly what makes kids laugh, and he's
on top form in this very funny detective spoof. A major rebranding and
repackaging programme in 2007 will ensure there's not a child in the country who
hasn't laughed their socks off with Jeremy! Rowan Clifford's illustrations add to the
fun.

Just Plain Cat
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Carter and Sadie, offspring of the brilliant Egyptologist Dr. Julius Kane, embark on a
worldwide search for the Book of Ra, but the House of Life and the gods of chaos
are determined to stop them.
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